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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, OPENING COALYARD RESTAURANT. ADELAIDE. 
10.10.74 
Mr. Lipman, Mr. Solomon, ladies and gentlemen : 
The Coalyard is, in a number of ways, an unusual restaurant. 
Firstly, while we're accustomed to seeing new eating places 
praised or castigated by Sol Simeon in The Mail or by the 
Advertiser, the Coalyard is - as far as I know - our very first 
restaurant to be written up in Hansard. (I'm assured, by the 
way, that the "notice" provided a pronounced stimulus to custom). 
Then the official opening comes well in the wake of the actual one. 
It's a very sensible approach, of course, enabling all the 
irritating gremlins to be smoothed away before the formal 
unveiling. 
But it opens the way to all sorts of interesting possibilities. 
I'm now wondering whether we could perhaps defer the speech from 
the throne ih Parliament until we can find whether we can actually 
get the legislation through. 
Sadly, it's unusual in that it's still one of the few restaurants 
in Adelaide providing for open-air eating. At a similar function 
last night I lamented that restauranteurs generally have still to 
take full advantage of the changes to the Licensing Act which 
provide for this. 
It is, I think, most regrettable. It's a style of life that is 
eminently suited to our climate; properly exploited it could 
give Adelaide a quite distinctive appeal over other Australian 
cities which could be enjoyed by both residents and visitors 
and provide a powerful stimulus to tourism. 
Fourthly, it's unusual in that it's located in one of the best 
but most neglected parts of our city - the Squares. 
It's one of the curious features of the development of Adelaide 
that the five squares of the southern city - Victoria, Whitmore, 
Light, Hindmarsh and Hurtle - have received such comparatively 
little attention. 
All over the world, and especially in Europe, a city's squares 
are its hub. They're places of constant activity, meeting 
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places and centres for relaxation. 
It's axiomatic, that they're always provided with adequate 
facilities for eating and drinking. 
Colonel Light's orderly, very 19th century city with its grid-
patterned roadway system provided a potentially magnificent 
connected series of squares. 
They've been permitted to become about as sterile as a piece of 
hospital gauze. The only concession to liveliness permitted 
by the stern Angle-Saxon conscience has been the construction 
of some superb colonial style hotels. 
For the rest it's mainly a mix of neat lawn or flower beds and 
fancy trees (with the exception of some quite majestic Morton 
Bay Figs) divided by stretches of asphalt on which bloom the 
parked car and the parking meter. 
It's only in the last few years that we've realised what we're 
missing - that we could have here city squares of Parisian 
elegance and vitality. 
Fortunately we seem to have come to this knowledge in the nick 
of time (though, too late for instance to save the Morton Bay 
Figs of Victoria Square - they were torn up some years ago). 
The State Government, the City of Adelaide Development Committee, 
the Adelaide City Council and its consultants Urban System 
Corporation have for the past couple of years been looking very 
closely at the future of the squares. 
I myself commissioned a special report by Professor Dennis 
Winston for Victoria Square. 
The Government is now examining ways by which the Planning 
concepts outlined in these complementary reports can be 
implemented. 
It would be premature for me tonight to say precisely what we 
hope to achieve. 
But if you have a look at Urban Systems proposal for this area 
I don't think you can fail to be excited by it. 
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It provides for the retention of the graceful existing features 
and a re-design of the basic elements that would have the 
effect of transforming it from a traffic artery to a citizen's 
delight. 
The plan takes into account a restaurant on this site and it also 
incorporates outdoor eating areas on the pavements and in the 
square itself. 
Sensitively followed, it could be a plan for an area in which 
people would want to stroll, to sit and to linger. 
Essential to this scheme and to any other which provides for 
people and their diversions rather than the motor car and its 
imperatives is the provision of leisure facilities - somewhat 
where people can sit with a cup of coffee, a drink or a snack, 
watch the passing show or be part of it. 
That's the concept behind the Coalyard, why I've supported it and 
why I think it'll be a success. It isn't perhaps a giant step 
forward in the march of progress. But it does make a contribution 
to the kind of relaxed, congenial lifestyle to which Adelaide is 
ideally suited and which I think it's people will seize the 
opportunity of enjoying. 
I have very much pleasure in officially declaring it open. 
Thank You. 
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